Wiring diagram light fixture

This page is dedicated to Wiring Diagrams that can hopefully get you through a difficult wiring
task or just to learn some basics in how to wire a 2-way switch , 3-way switch , 4-way switch ,
outlet or entertainment component diagrams. If you don't see a wiring diagram you are looking
for on this page, then check out my Sitemap page for more information you may find helpful.
How a 2-Way Switch Works. The power source is coming in from the left. Notice the black wire
is the only wire that we are controlling through the 2-way switch. You have an incoming hot wire
black going to one screw it does not matter if you use the brass or silver screw on the side of
the 2-way switch and a black wire from the other screw on the 2-way switch going to the load
light, ceiling fan etc.. The white wires are wire nutted together so they can continue the circuit.
Just use your mouse pointer on this diagram and follow the current flow from black wire hot
wire through the 2-way switch, then to the load and return through the white wire neutral. This
should give you a good basic understanding how the 2-way switch circuit works and will help
you in adding or changing a 2-way switch. How a 2-way Switch Circuit Looks. So the circuit
above when explained should give you a good concept on how this basic circuit works. When
wiring a 2-way switch, this image on the left will show how the connections should actually look
when all connections are made. Take notice of the ground wire. It's very important that the
ground or bare copper wire is connected to the green screw on the switch. All grounds are
connected, and the ground is connected at the light when possible. If no connection is
available, then attach the ground wire to the box in a solid way. How a 3-Way Switch Works.
When wiring a 3-way switch circuit, all we want to do is to control the black wire hot wire to turn
on and off the load from 2 different locations. The diagram here will give you a better
understanding how this circuit works and how a 3-way switch is wired. The source power black
wire is coming in from the left. It ties into the common on the left switch see image below. When
the left switch is toggled, it connects to the upper circuit and now the circuit is open at the right
switch which turns off the light. Toggle the right switch and it connects to the upper circuit and
now closes the path and turns the light back on and so on. How a 3-Way Switch Circuit Looks.
So the circuit above when explained should give you a good concept on how this 3-way circuit
works. When wiring a 3-way switch, this image on the left will show how the connections should
actually look when all connections are made. The best way to simplify wiring a 3-way switch is
this. By looking at the moving 3-way switch above, the hot black wire coming from the power
source will always attach to the common screw on the 1st switch in the circuit. Then the traveler
wires are connecting both switches and it does matter which wire goes to which traveler screw.
Now with that said, just look at the switch again and look at the circuit. There you have it, 3-way
switch wiring simplified. It's very important that the ground or bare copper wire is connected to
the green screws on the switches. How a 4-Way Switch Works. You must understand the 3-way
circuit above in order to get the 4-way circuit. A 4-way switch circuit is nothing more than wiring
a 4-way switch between the 2 3-way switches in a 3-way switch circuit. Now don't let this be
confused with where the switches are physically located in your home. This is how the circuit is
structured. The switches can be physically located to your liking but you must keep in mind the
ease of routing the wiring from point to point. Also, this example is just adding a single 4-way
switch that will give you 3 locations to control your light. To add more locations to this circuit
you just simply add additional 4-way switches in series as long as they are between the 2
existing 3-way switches. Using your mouse pointer, follow along with me as we go through the
circuit. Now this one gets a little tricky by keeping track of what switch you toggle in your mind,
just hang in there. Now the power source black is coming in from the left. Then through the
4-way to the red wire going to the 3-way. Now it dead ends not connected which means the light
is turned off. By toggling any switch, the light will now turn on. Choose a switch and follow the
flow of the switch that changes state. Keep in mind how the 4-way switch works. Left
connections toggle between the two right connections. So top left red connects to bottom right
black and when toggled top left red connects to top right red. The bottom pole works in the
same manner. How a 4-Way Switch Circuit Looks. So the circuit above when explained should
give you a good concept on how this 4-way circuit works. When wiring a 4-way switch, this
image on the left will show how the connections should actually look when all connections are
made. OK, this diagram is going to be a little more confusing but I'm showing it because this
can be a very common scenario. If you notice, the power is coming in at the light box. Because
of this, the wiring must be re-color coded in order to get the conductors necessary to complete
the circuit. Notice the black power wire in the light box is going to a white wire with electrical
tape around it which means the white wire will be used as a power wire or black wire. How an
Outlet Circuit Works. The diagram will show how a standard "Switched" duplex receptacle is
wired. Take notice that only a 3-wire cable is needed to perform this circuit. The white wires tie
together to complete the return side of the circuit while the black wire hot wire runs through the
2-way switch and out to the outlet. How an Outlet Circuit Looks. One of the most common

wiring configurations your going to find with outlets are shown in the diagram here. These
outlets are not switched. They are connected straight from the power source and are hot at all
times. The diagram here shows 2 outlets wired in series and more outlets can be added to this
circuit by wiring the 2nd outlet just like the 1st outlet to keep the circuit continuing on until you
end the circuit at the last outlet. Now lets get a little more involved, in the diagram here we are
going to remove the jumpers on one-side of the receptacles. This allows for a separate circuit to
be wired to the other screw and allow the upper and lower outlets to work independently of each
other. This circuit allows for the bottom outlet to be switched while the top outlet will remain hot
at all times. Most older homes are wired for the 3-wire outlet as shown here. The 3-wire
connection is now outdated where current dryers are wired with a 4-wire cable. The only
difference is the addition of an isolated ground wire separate from the neutral, but the 3-wire
circuit is still fine and does not have to be upgraded. You may want to check with your local
codes to verify this. How a 3-wire Dryer Outlet Circuit Looks. The 3 prong dryer wiring diagram
here shows the proper connections for both ends of the circuit. This circuit originates from the
breaker box containing a 2-pole 30 Amp breaker. If your running a new circuit, I highly
recommend that you bring your outlet up to code and install a 4-prong dryer outlet. See Below.
The 4-wire connection is the new updated circuit. The only difference is the addition of an
isolated ground wire separate from the neutral as mentioned earlier. How a 4-wire Dryer Outlet
Circuit Looks. As you can see, there is now an added dedicated neutral. The ground is now a
dedicated wire also. But if you notice, both the neutral and the ground wires both connect to the
same ground bar inside the panel box. As mentioned earlier, the neutral and ground are really
the same but this wiring method is more accurate because a return line or "grounded neutral"
should be a white wire and not green. Some panel or breaker boxes will have a dedicated
neutral bar and a dedicated ground bar, but they will still be physically connected. How a
Dimmer Switch Circuit Works. When installing a Dimmer switch, all you're really doing is
controlling the amount of voltage flow to a light which makes it dim at a low setting to a fully
bright light at maximum setting. You should always make sure the load Light is capable of
handling a dimmer switch. Some lights will not accept dimmers such as older lights using
ballast. These style lights must have full power to operate properly. You have an incoming hot
wire black going to one screw it does not matter if you use the brass or silver screw on the side
of the 2-way switch and a black wire from the other screw on the 2-way switch going to the load
light. How to wire a Ceiling Fan - Light Only. More often than not, you're going to have a ceiling
light fixture at the location you are planning on installing a ceiling fan. If so then a new wire
must be ran to control the light as well. When taking down your old fixture you will be able to
see if you have the correct cabling. This diagram is for those who are replacing a light fixture
with a ceiling fan. Your existing light fixture was controlled by a switch and only one switch. Of
course this is all based on not replacing the existing wiring that you currently have. How to wire
a Ceiling Fan and Light. Two switches at one location. Maybe you are just replacing an old
ceiling fan with a new one and you already had 2 separate switches. One controlling the light
and one controlling the fan. Then this should look like your connections. How to wire a ceiling
fan and light with a 3-way switch circuit. Now for the good one. The fan is operated from one
location. This can be a complicated circuit only if you make it one, but if you just keep in mind
that the basic circuits discussed above is the same as this circuit, it's just 2 different type
circuits combined. One circuit controlling the lights and one circuit controlling the fan. The
diagram here shows how a basic 4-wire thermostat is connected as indicated by the color code
chart below. The diagram shows how the wiring works. However your connections may seem a
little different on the thermostat itself. Some thermostat units have a dedicated R terminal and it
jumpers to the RC, RH or 4 terminals internally. The W, Y and G terminals should be pretty
straight forward on most all types of thermostat's. How a Relay Circuit Works. A relay is
basically a switch but not like a switch that's on a wall. A wall switch relies on someone to flip it
which will then control a light or some other type load. A relay is switched by electrical power
and not a human. This is done by energizing a coil which is internal to the relay and by
energizing the coil, the relay changes state just like a wall switch would. Therefore when you
energize a relay, you are switching circuits off and on. The contacts shown in the Relay Contact
diagram shows 2 different type relays. The left is a 2-pole relay and the right is a 3-pole relay.
When the relay coil is energized, the contacts change state. The N. How a Relay Circuit Looks.
Let's just say we are using Vac household voltage in this diagram. L1 is hot and L2 is neutral.
This means the current travels through that switch until it see's an open switch and cannot go
any further. Now the 2 MCR contacts which are normally open as shown will now close. This
allows current flow through the contacts and energizes the light. Now that the contact below the
START switch is closed and current can go around the start switch, you can now release the
START switch and the current flow continues around the open START switch, through the

contact to keep the relay coil energized which also keeps the light on. Now to turn the light off,
you simply depress the STOP button and this will open the circuit to the relay, de-energizing the
coil. The relay contacts open to their normal state and stop the current flow to light. Trailer
4-Pole Circuit. When wiring your trailer, be sure to route your wiring so that all wires are tucked
in and away from anything that could rub or catch on them. If your trailer is constructed of
square tubing, I find that running your wires through the inside of the tubing makes for a much
cleaner appearance and helps to protect the wiring as well. If your frame does not have
pre-drilled holes, then it might be a little bit more work drilling holes and fishing out your wires,
but you will be much more happier with the results. Be sure to seal your holes when done to
prevent water from filling up your frame. If you have a U-Channel or angle iron construction,
then you can purchase specially made clips from most automotive stores that attach to the
frame which will keep your wiring tight inside the frame and out of the way. Only the ground
post is exposed. This plug is wired to the trailer circuit. Only the ground post is protected and
acts as a key so it fits into the proper socket. Trailer 6-Pole Circuit. Trailer 7-Pole Circuit. How
To Wire It. Here's How. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited
depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before
adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before
beginning electrical work. The user of this information is responsible for following all applicable
regulations and best practices when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform
electrical work themselves, a qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These
Diagrams. This page contains wiring diagrams for household light switches and includes: a
switch loop, single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a few choices for wiring a outlet switch
combo device. Also included are wiring arrangements for multiple light fixtures controlled by
one switch, two switches on one box, and a split receptacle controlled by two switches. When
the electrical source originates at a light fixture and is controlled from a remote location, a
switch loop is used. This circuit is wired with a 2-wire cable running from the light to the switch
location. The neutral from the source is connected directly to the neutral terminal on the light
and the source hot is spliced with the white loop wire. The white wire is marked black on both
ends to identify it as hot. At SW1 it is connected to one of the terminals. The black loop wire is
connected to the other terminal and at the light, to the hot terminal on the fixture. This is an
updated version of the first arrangement. Because the electrical code as of the NEC update
requires a neutral wire in most new switch boxes, a 3-wire cable runs between the light and
switch. The red and black are used for hot and the white neutral wire at the switch box allows
for powering a timer, remote control, or other programmable switch. Here a single-pole switch
controls the power to a light fixture. The source is at the switch and 2-wire cable runs from there
to the light. The source hot wire is connected to a switch terminal and the other terminal is
connected to the black cable wire. The neutral wire from the source is spliced to the white cable
wire and continues on to the light. At the light, the white wire connects to the neutral terminal
and the black wire connects to the hot. Here two switches are wired in the same box to control
two separate lights. The source is at the switch box and a 2-wire cable is run to each light. One
source is spliced to each switch with a pigtail to power the two lights. This diagram illustrates
wiring for one switch to control 2 or more lights. The source is at SW1 and 2-wire cable runs
from there to the fixtures. The hot and neutral terminals on each fixture are spliced with a pigtail
to the circuit wires which then continue on to the next light. This is the simplest arrangement for
more than one light on a single switch. A rheostat, or dimmer, makes it possible to vary the
current flowing to a light fixture thereby varying the intensity of the light. The dimmer switch will
have stranded wires that must be sliced to the solid cable wiring in a pigtail fashion. A device
like this should only be used with an incandescent light fixture and not with a ceiling fan or
other motor. See wiring a speed controller for wiring a rheostat to control fan speed. To wire
this circuit, 2-wire cable runs from the dimmer to the light. The source is at the dimmer and the
hot wire is spliced to one hot wire on the device. The other wire from the dimmer is spliced to
the black cable wire which runs on to the hot terminal on the light. The source neutral wire is
spliced to the white cable wire which continues on to the neutral terminal on the light. Here a
receptacle outlet is controlled with a single-pole switch. This is commonly used to turn a table
lamp on and off when entering a room. In this diagram, 2-wire cable runs between SW1 and the
outlet. The source is at SW1 and the hot wire is connected to one of the terminals there. The
other switch terminal is connected to the black cable wire running to the hot terminal on the
receptacle. The source neutral is spliced in the switch box with the white cable wire running to
the neutral on the receptacle. This diagram illustrates the wiring for a split receptacle with the
top half controlled by SW1 and the bottom half always hot. The receptacle is split by breaking
the connecting tab between the two, brass colored terminals. The tab between the neutral, silver
terminals should remain intact. Here, the source is at the outlet and 2-wire cable runs from there

to SW1. The circuit neutral wire is connected to one of the neutral terminals on the outlet, it
doesn't run to the switch. The hot source is spliced to a pigtail that connect to the bottom,
always-hot half on the receptacle and to the white cable wire running to SW1. The black cable
wire runs to the SW1 connecting it to the hot on the top half of the split outlet. In this updated
diagram, 3-wire cable runs between the receptacle and switch and the red cable wire is used to
carry the hot source to the switch. The neutral from the source is spliced through to the switch
box using the white wire and in this diagram, the white wire is capped with a wire nut. This
represents a change in the NEC code that requires a neutral wire in most new switch boxes. If
you are running a new circuit, check the electrical code to understand this and any other
updates to the required procedure. In this circuit, a split receptacle is controlled by two separate
switches. With this arrangement, two lamps can be plugged into the same outlet and each can
be controlled separately from two different locations. Here again, the connecting tab between
the receptacle terminals is broken off and the neutral tab remains intact. The source is at SW1
and 3-wire cable runs from there to the outlet, 2-wire cable runs from there to SW2. The source
hot wire is spliced with a pigtail to SW1 and to the black wire running to the receptacle box. At
the box, the black wire is spliced with the white wire running to SW2. The white wire is mark
black on both ends to identify it as hot. The red cable wire runs from SW1 to the hot terminal on
the top half of the split receptacle. The source neutral is spliced to the white wire running to the
neutral on the receptacle. It doesn't matter which one, only one connection is needed. From the
receptacle, the black cable wire running to SW2 is connected to the hot terminal on the bottom
half and to the switch at the other end. In this updated diagram, 3-wire cable runs between the
receptacle and SW2 to allow for splicing the neutral source through to the second switch box.
Here the white is not used for hot but instead the black wire serves that purpose for the second
switch. The red wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the bottom half of the receptacle and to
the switch at the other end. In this diagram, two 3 way switches control a wall receptacle outlet
that may be used to control a lamp from two entrances to a room. This circuit is wired the same
way as the 3 way lights at this link. Three-wire cable runs between the switches and the outlet.
The source is at the SW1 where the hot is connected to the common terminal and the neutral
spliced through to the neutral on the outlet. The red and black wires running from SW1 to the
outlet are used as travelers. At the outlet, the travelers are spliced to run to SW2 using the red
and white wires in that cable. The black wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the receptacle
and to the common on SW2 at the other end. An outlet switch combo device is handy when you
need both but you only have one box available. Like the split receptacles previously mentioned,
these devices make use of a removable connector between the two hot terminals to divide it
when needed. When intact and wired to one hot source wire, the combo can be used to turn a
light off and on while the receptacle will be constantly hot. Check here to see wiring diagrams
for a gfci outlet switch combo when you need a device like this with ground fault protection in a
kitchen, bathroom, or laundry room. This diagram shows the first wiring option for this device.
In this arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot terminals remains intact. The source is
at the device and the hot is connected directly to one of the hot terminals, it doesn't matter
which one. Two-wire cable runs from the combo to the light fixture and the switch output is
connected to the black wire running to the fixture hot terminal. The source neutral wire is
spliced to the neutral on the receptacle half of the combo device and to the white cable wire
running to the light. At the light, it connects to the neutral terminal. If you have a second device
in the same box with the combo switch, you can wire them together as illustrated in this
diagram. We use a receptacle here but any device such as a switch, timer, etc. The tab on the
combo remains intact and the source hot is spliced with a pigtail to the hot terminals on each
device in the box. The source neutral is spliced with a pigtail to the two devices and to the white
wire running to the fixture neutral terminal. The combo switch output is connected to the black
wire running to the fixture hot terminal. This is another option for wiring a combo device where
two electrical sources are used. In this arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot
terminals on the device is broken off to separate the two. The switch controls a light and the
receptacle half of the combo device is always hot. Source 1 comes in at the light fixture and a
3-wire cable is run from there to the switch half on the device. The hot from the source is
spliced to the black wire running to the combo and to the input side of the switch. The white
neutral from the source is connected directly to the light fixture. The red wire from the light is
connected to the output on the switch and to the hot terminal on the light at the other end.
Source 2 comes in at the combo device where the hot and neutral wires are connected to their
corresponding terminals on the receptacle half of the device. Lastly, the combo switch can be
used to control the built in receptacle itself, allowing it to function as a switched outlet. This is
handy if you want to use the switch to control a light fixture or other device plugged into the
combo. Here the tab between the two halves is removed and the circuit hot is connected to the

input side of the switch. The switch output is sent to the hot side of the receptacle using a short
jumper wire of the same gauge. The circuit neutral is connected to the neutral side of the
receptacle outlet. How to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for
household light switches and includes: a switch loop, single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a
few choices for wiring a outlet switch combo device. Wiring a Switch Loop When the electrical
source originates at a light fixture and is controlled from a remote location, a switch loop is
used. Wiring Two Switches for Two Lights Here two switches are wired in the same box to
control two separate lights. Multiple Light Wiring Diagram This diagram illustrates wiring for
one switch to control 2 or more lights. Dimmer Switch Wiring Diagram A rheostat, or dimmer,
makes it possible to vary the current flowing to a light fixture thereby varying the intensity of
the light. Wiring a Switch to a Wall Outlet Here a receptacle outlet is controlled with a
single-pole switch. Wiring Diagram for a Split Outlet This diagram illustrates the wiring for a
split receptacle with the top half controlled by SW1 and the bottom half always hot. Wiring a
Double Split Switched Outlet In this circuit, a split receptacle is controlled by two separate
switches. Wiring for an Outlet and Switch Combo An outlet switch combo device is handy when
you need both but you only have one box available. Email Print. Home Page. Control a
Receptacle With a Switch. Replacing a Switch. By code, the number of conductors allowed in a
box are limited depending on box size and wire gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a
box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local regulations for restrictions and permit
requirements before beginning electrical work. The user of this information is responsible for
following all applicable regulations and best practices when performing electrical work. If the
user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a qualified electrician should be
consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This page contains wiring diagrams for adding a new
light fixture to an existing circuit. There are diagrams for adding lights to a ceiling fixture you
already have and for using an existing wall outlet as the source for a new switch and light.
Different wiring arrangements are included to allow for either the light or the switch to come
first in the circuit. Also, find a diagram for adding a light from a switched receptacle you already
have to include the fixture when you turn on the room light. In this diagram power is taken from
an existing wall outlet for a new switch and light fixture. The switch comes first in the new part
of the circuit and new 2-wire cable is run to it from the outlet. From the switch, new 2-wire cable
is run to the new light location. The neutral for the new light is taken from the receptacle and
spliced to the new white wire and to a pigtail that connects back to the receptacle. Likewise, the
source hot is removed from the receptacle and spliced to the new black wire and a pigtail
connecting back to the hot terminal on the outlet. At the switch, the black wire from the outlet is
connected to one terminal on the switch and the black wire running to the new light is
connected to the other. The white wire from the receptacle is spliced to the white wire going to
the light, it doesn't connect to the switch in this diagram. At the light, the black wire connects to
the hot terminal on the fixture and the white connects to the neutral terminal. This diagram is
similar to the one above, but both the receptacle and the new switch are in the same box at the
end of a household circuit. When adding a new switch like this, a new double-gang box will
have to be installed if a single outlet is used for the source. If there are two outlets in a box, one
can be removed and a switch installed in its place to control a new light. In this wiring, the hot
source wire is taken from the receptacle and spliced to two pigtail wires. One pigtail is
connected to the a switch terminal and the other connects back to the hot on the receptacle.
The other switch terminal is connected to the black wire running to the new light. The source
neutral is taken from the outlet and spliced with a pigtail back to the outlet neutral and to the
white wire running to the light neutral terminal. This drawing shows the wiring for adding a new
light and switch with the fixture coming first in the circuit. New cable is run from the receptacle
to the new fixture location and a switch loop cable is run from there to the new switch location.
The switch loop is a 3-wire cable to comply with NEC requirements of a neutral in all new switch
boxes. At the receptacle, the always-hot wire is spliced to the black wire on the light fixture
cable, and to a pigtail that connects back to the hot terminal on the wall outlet. At the light
fixture box, the black wire is spliced with the black wire running to the switch. At the switch, the
black wire is connected to the new switch. Back at the source, the neutral wire is spliced to the
white wire running to the light and to a pigtail connecting back to the receptacle neutral
terminal. At the fixture, the white connects to the neutral terminal on the light. The red wire from
the switch loop is connected to the hot terminal on the light and at the other end to the new
switch. The white wire is capped with a wire nut in the new switch box. The wiring in this
diagram is for adding a new light fixture to a switched outlet, i. These are commonly used to
turn a table or floor lamp on and off from a wall switch. New 2-wire cable is run from the
receptacle to the new light fixture. At the receptacle, the wires are removed and each one is
spliced to the new cable and back to the receptacle with a pigtail splice. At the light fixture box,

the black wire connects to the hot terminal and the white connects to the neutral terminal. In
this diagram, two new light fixtures are added to one that already exists. New 2-wire cable is run
from the existing light fixture box to the first new box. From there, new 2-wire cable is run to the
second new light box. If desired, more lights can be added after that by running new cable to
each new light box. At the existing light, the hot and neutral wires are removed from the fixture
terminals and spliced to the new cable wires running to the first new light. A pigtail is also
added to the splice to allow for reconnecting the existing light back into the circuit. At the first
new light, the wires are spliced to the new cable running to the next light and to a pigtail to
connect the first new light. If you want to add more lights after the second new one in this
diagram, they can be spliced into the circuit in the same way. This wiring illustrates how to add
a new light fixture from an existing switch instead of from the light fixture. In this circuit, the
neutral and ground wires running to the new light are spliced in the switch box with the wires
running to the existing light. The black wire running to the light is taken from the switch and
spliced with: a pigtail back to the switch, the black wire running to the new light, and the black
wire running to the existing light. The switch will now control both light fixtures in the circuit. In
this diagram, a new switch and light are added to an already existing light switch. The source
for this circuit is at an already existing light fixture and a 3-wire switch loop run from there, to
the switch box. This 3-wire switch loop satisfies the NEC requirement of a neutral in the switch
box. At the switch location, a new double-gang box is installed to allow room for a second
switch to control the new light. This arrangement will allow for controlling each light separately.
The hot from the switch loop is spliced with a pigtail to both switches. New 2-wire cable is run
from the switch box to the new light fixture location. The neutral wire from the switch loop is
spliced to the new white wire. The black wire is connected to the other terminal on the new
switch and to the hot terminal on the new light. It's common to describe household wall
receptacles that are wired together using the device terminals as wired in series. But, in fact, all
household receptacles are always wired in parallel, and never in series. In a series circuit,
current must pass through a load at each device. The load itself conducts current down the line
to the subsequent loads in the circuit. A series circuit will drop use some voltage at each load
until it dwindles to an insufficient level at some point down the line. If wall receptacle circuits
operated like that, you wouldn't be able to plug an appliance in down stream from another
appliance in the same circuit because the voltage wouldn't be sufficient to run it. And if the
appliance in the first receptacle shorted out or failed in some other way, it would interrupt the
current to the other outlets in the circuit. Household circuits don't operate like that, you have a
consistent average of volt at each receptacle, no matter how many loads you have on the
circuit. By contrast, switches and circuit breakers are wired in series. Voltage passes through
these devices in order to continue down the line. If an interruption occurs in a switch, there will
be no electricity beyond that point. How to Read These Diagrams This page contains wiring
diagrams for adding a new light fixture to an existing circuit. Wiring a New Switch and Light
from an Outlet In this diagram power is taken from an existing wall outlet for a new switch and
light fixture. Wiring a Switch and Light in a Double Outlet Box This diagram is similar to the one
above, but both the receptacle and the new switch are in the same box at the end of a
household circuit. Wiring a New Light and Switch Loop from an Outlet This drawing shows the
wiring for adding a new light and switch with the fixture coming first in the circuit. Wiring a New
Light from a Switched Outlet The wiring in this diagram is for adding a new light fixture to a
switched outlet, i. Wiring to Add New Lights from an Existing Fixture In this diagram, two new
light fixtures are added to one that already exists. Wiring a New Light from an Existing Switch
This wiring illustrates how to add a new light fixture from an existing switch instead of from the
light fixture. Wiring Diagram for a New Switch and Light In this diagram, a new switch and light
are added to an already existing light switch. Email Print. Home Page. Series or Parallel It's
common to describe household wall receptacles that are wired together using the device
terminals as wired in series. Calculating Circuit Load. Splicing Wires With a Pigtail. Ceiling Light
Fixture Electrical Wiring and Connections: Depending on the age of the home there may be one
or more cables found in the ceiling junction box. These cables are used for distributing power
to the light fixture, the wall switch, and may provide power to wall receptacle outlets as well.
Application: Wiring a Ceiling Light Fixture. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level
experience, ability to work with tools and access to the light fixture. Notice: Installing additional
fixture wiring should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and
be inspected. Depending on the age of the home there may be one or more cables found in the
ceiling junction box. NOTE: The preceding may not reflect each and every wiring scenario in the
same locations. I have provided the following resources that lead to fully detailed information
on this website that will assist you with your Light Fixture Electrical Wiring: Light Switch Wiring.
Fully explained pictures and wiring diagrams about wiring light switches describing the most

common switches starting with photo diagram 1. Electrical Wiring Home electrical wiring
projects with pictures and wiring diagrams. Electrical Codes for Wiring. I have a ceiling fan and
a light fixture in the added-on front enclosed porch. There is a light with a pull chain at the end
of the run, then a ceiling fan â€” all connected with wire mold â€” then an antiquated five speed
rheostat at the dead end of the run. The switch inside the front door controls the power to the
porch system. I am replacing the fan control with a new 3A 3 speed controller and I need to add
an outlet to this system on the porch. There were two wires white and Black connected to the
old rheostat, from the Wiremold â€” white to white, black to black. How where do I add the
receptacle which will also have juice when the interior light switch is turned on while allowing
the fan and pull chain light to also operate independently also, only when the interior switch is
on. Thank you. I have tried to figure this out and keep getting confused. Hi Andy, Before adding
an outlet to a switch box the circuit wiring at the switch box will need to be verified to make sure
there is a separate neutral and ground wire as well as the power source, all of which are
required for an outlet. This is best discovered by using a voltage tester. I hope this helps, Dave.
Hi there, I was changing an old ceiling light fixture with a new one. Removing the old fixture I
discovered 3 black wire, 3 white wires and a ground. I connected black to black, white to white
with the new fixture that had one white, one black and one ground. If this is so, how do I find
it?? Is there a black to white connection for the switch? Any advise you could give me would be
appreciated. Thank you, Cavell. I hired a general contractor to do some painting and to also
install a light fixture from my 2-story ceiling. Now that the job is done, I noticed that the ground
wire for the fixture is tied off to the chain links below ceiling height rather than run up through
the ceiling plate of the light. Not a very professional job in my opinion. But my question is, is
this installation safe, or do I need to call them back out to fix it? Thanks for your advice! Name
required. Email will not be published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question.
Andy Fox says:. October 13, at pm. Dave Rongey says:. October 20, at pm. Cavell Dwyer says:.
December 5, at am. Karyn says:. January 3, at pm. Click here to cancel reply. Circuit Breaker
Wiring Problems. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with
tools, work with electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important:
Modifying existing electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done
according to local and National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected. How do I wire
the new switch using power from the existing power line to turn on and off the new ceiling
light? See more about Home Wiring for New York. Estimated Time: Depends on personal level
experience and ability to work with tools. Notice: Installing additional light fixture and switch
wiring should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be
inspected. Help with home electrical wiring projects. Helping You Wire it Right. Wiring Diagram
Home Wiring Diagrams Home electrical wiring diagrams are an important tool for completing
your electrical projects. An electrical wiring diagram can be as simple as a diagram showing
how to install a new switch in your hallway, or as complex as the complete electrical blueprint
for your new home or home improvement pr
grizzly 550
2003 ford expedition fuse panel diagram
wiring diagram for 3 way switch with multiple lights
oject. Electrical Outlet Wiring Wiring Electrical Outlet for the Home Home electrical wiring
includes volt outlets and volt outlets and receptacles which are common place in every home.
See how wiring electrical outlets for the home are done. Home Electrical Wire Electrical Wire for
the Home Complete listing of electrical wire types and parts used for home projects with
electrical code information serves as selection guidelines. Name required. Email will not be
published required. Get a Quick Reply! Ask an Electrical Question. Click here to cancel reply.
Home Electrical Wiring Help with home electrical wiring projects. Helping You Wire it Right?
Estimated Time: Depends on personal level experience, ability to work with tools, work with
electrical wiring, and the available access to the project area. Important: Modifying existing
electrical circuits or installing additional electrical wiring should be done according to local and
National Electrical Codes, with a permit and be inspected.

